
Assessing Issue Impact in Election Outcomes

Assume that the question is assessing the impact of a particular issue controversy, presumably
of an issue that is not currently part of the standard dialogue of parties and candidates, but
might be injected into it. Then the question is can we determine how much of the election
outcome is due to this particular issue. Since the question is influence on the election
outcome, the answer is necessarily causal; merely correlational evidence is an unwanted
distraction.

The standard voter model would be something like (1):

V = β0 + β1P + β2C + β3I +
k∑

i=1

γizi + λx+ ε (1)

for a probit or logit analysis, where V is a dichotomous vote, P is party identification, C is
candidate affect, pure liking and disliking, I is generalized ideology, left-right. The k z’s are
other issues of importance. And, finally x is the issue in question with effect parameter λ.
Thus the question becomes “Can we estimate a λ that accurately measures the true causal
impact of x?”

There is no statistical estimation problem here. We can estimate λ. The question is whether
it taps the causal influence of x.

1 Design Possibilities

The fundamental problem that haunts all voter studies is that they are cross-sectional—
even the standard pre- and post-election designs. The discouraging fact of human attitudes
is that all attitudes cause all other attitudes. In the heady early days of voter studies
analysts made strong assumptions that some attitudes, e.g. party identification, were purely
exogenous and then proceeded to infer causality when they observed connections to other
attitudes, e.g., candidate affect. What killed the voting behavior “industry” was that careful
scholarship demonstrated that all such assumptions were false. That is to say, every human
attitude is endogenous relative to other attitudes. Thus there are no x’s for y = βx + ε.
Thus all the estimates in equation 1 suffer from endogeneity bias, the magnitude of which
is unknowable, but probably large enough to invalidate all inferences. This is no mere
econometric technicality; nothing from estimating equation 1 is believable

Multicollinearity is a further complication. Particularly in this age of polarized parties, the
correlations between party, candidate, ideology, and issue attitudes can be quite high. That
sets up an inference trap in which most variables added to the equation have little or no
effect because their correlates are already in the equation. That leads thoughtless analysts
over and over again to “discover” that new issues—immigration in Europe and values issues
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in the U.S. for example—are much more important than enduring ones, a false inference that
derives from the simple fact that enduring issues are almost totally collinear with attitudes
toward parties and candidates, whereas new—not yet fully aligned ones—are not.

Catch-22 Our potential x will either be aligned with party and candidate variables, if the
candidates stake out distinctive and differing positions, or it will not. If it is aligned, then
we will be unable to assess its independent effects because of multicollinearity. If, in the
other case, it is not, then there will be no real effects to observe.

1.1 Instrumental Variables Approaches

In principal a jointly endogenous equation system can be solved. The general solution is
to find instruments that are correlated with some variables, but not others, as a means to
pry apart effects. This is a family of approaches called variously IV, 2SLS, 3SLS, FIML,
etc. The solution works if and only if such instruments exist. The textbook example is
untangling supply, demand, and price in agriculture since, e.g. rainfall affects supply but is
uncorrelated with demand and price, income affects demand, but not supply, etc. Alas, after
the textbook example it is extremely difficult to find another case where the assumptions
about instruments actually hold. Bartels has demonstrated that even very minor violations
of the assumptions about instruments being uncorrelated with one side of the equation can
have disastrous consequences.

But in the mid-70s two teams of excellent scholars, Page and Jones (1979) and Markus and
Converse (1979) set out to untangle the causal web using IV methods. What they discovered
was that every possible causal path in the tangle of attitudes towards parties, candidates,
and issues existed—that nothing was exogenous relative to anything else. But worse yet,
both authors and readers quickly realized that none of their identifying restrictions were
believable. If they had lacked talent or imagination or the funding to do a thorough job,
one might have hope that someone else could come along and do better. But these scholars
were as good as it gets, at the top of their form. So the conclusion that emerges is that no
solution along these lines is possible. The data that would satisfy identifying restrictions do
not exist and are not available at any price. (This was the end of my chosen career as a
voting behavior analyst.)

Voting scholars continue to estimate models like equation 1 by making assumptions that
everyone knows are false. But the appropriate scientific attitude is to believe none of their
conclusions. Knowingly making serious assumption violations is bad science at best, not
science at all at worst.
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2 Psychological Processes

Early on in the development of issue scales designed to model Downsian issue proximity
effects, Page and Richard Brody (1972) thought about the causal inference problem and
concluded that apparent issue effects might be observed from three separable psychological
processes.

Causal This is the standard Downsian theory: the voter (V) observes the two choices in
their real spatial locations and prefers the one that is more proximate.

But there are two other possibilities that arise when information is imperfect or issue
preferences are weak:

Projection The voter in this model knows his or her own preferences, but is not well
informed about candidate position. What V does then is to assume that the preferred
candidate (for other reasons) agrees with the voter and “projects” the candidate into
a (false) proximate position. For example a Democrat in 2000 who wants a major tax
cut projects Gore into the position of tax cutter and then prefers Gore to Bush.

Persuasion The voter in this model has no real preference on the issue in question. What V
does is to adopt the positions of a candidate preferred for other reasons and thus ends
up voting for the more proximate candidate. Another hypothetical 2000 Democrat
who has not developed an attitude toward a tax cut, adopts Gore’s position that it is
a dangerous scheme and ends up voting for the more proximate candidate, Gore.

Thus of these three processes, all of which do exist for some sets of voters, only the first
is causal. Projection and persuasion produce evidence that looks like issue effects but is
in fact spurious. If one asks the crucial question how many votes changed because of issue
considerations among voters subject to either process, the answer is zero.

Of these various processes, persuasion is probably the most threatening because it affects even
quite well informed voters. Carsey and Layman (Carsey & Layman 1999) have demonstrated
that even well-informed party activists change their own issue positions to align themselves
with their party’s stance, for example pro-life Democrats becoming pro-choice. This is a
step more serious than persuasion because it involves real change, not merely the absence of
preference.

3 Conclusions

I have clearly emphasized the negative. People do estimate models like equation 1 and make
inferences about issue impacts from them. And perhaps I am like the reformed drinker in
seeing only the evils of demon rum. But issue voting was virtually the core of my chosen
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scholarship and I have given it up (the cross-sectional election study variety) because I could
not believe the conclusions of my own work. And the problem comes in both Type I and
Type II varieties. Neither an inference that a particular issue does matter or that it does
not is trustworthy.
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